1:50 - 2:00 Opening remarks – Jim McCloskey

2:00 - 2:30 *A CP "subject" asymmetry in English and its implications for lexical theory*  
Peter Alrenga

2:30 - 3:00 *Evidence for SP? Possibly so*  
Susan Wade

3:00 - 3:30 *Finding and licensing pro in Norwegian*  
Anya Hogoboom

3:30 - 4:00 *Asad made me do it: Pashto causatives*  
Ascander Dost

4:00 - 4:15 BREAK

4:15 - 4:45 *Voicing assimilation: generating the typology*  
Emily Manetta

Invited Speaker:

4:45 - 5:45 *Adam Ussishkin (U of Arizona)*
A word-based model of Semitic: Universals, psycholinguistics and the emergence of a fixed prosody

Abstract

Post-conference party at 130 Sherman St., 7 - 10 p.m., hosted by Donka Farkas